Evolution
The Developer Community Platform enables developers across the globe to access capabilities, interactive information, learning materials, tools, events and a truly global community of developers. This access supports what developers want and need to develop, test and publish applications that consume relevant content and analytics. The Developer Platform enables community members to access a global ecosystem among customers, partners and Refinitiv to extract extensive value to fuel innovation on our open platform.

A feature-rich platform, built by developers for developers

Join Refinitiv Developer Community

Active help

Events

Explore our APIs

Extensive developer content

To join the community, please go to: developers.refinitiv.com

@Developers
CONNECTING DEVELOPERS ACROSS THE GLOBE

SELECTED API HIGHLIGHTS

TICK HISTORY

500+ EXCHANGES AND THIRD-PARTY CONTRIBUTION DATA COVERED

2 PETAYTES OF TIME-STAMPED TICK DATA – TO 1966 (NANOSECOND SINCE 2015)

ELEKTRON REAL TIME

7M+ PRICE UPDATES PER SECOND

60M+ INSTRUMENTS COVERED

4 MILLISECONDS LATENCY INTO THE SAME METRO AREA

MiFID II COMPLIANT

EIKON

70M PRICE POINTS SNAPED DAILY

2,000+ INTERBANK AND BROKER SOURCES

30+YRS OF INTRADAY TIME SERIES DATA

25M ARCHIVED DOCUMENTS FOR 77,000 COMPANIES

6.1M ECONOMIC TIME SERIES COVERING 118 MARKETS

AWARD WINNING NEWS 2.2M UNIQUE NEWS ITEMS EVERY YEAR

HISTORIES GOING BACK TO 1950s

MACRO FORECASTS FROM 125 SOURCES

OVER 80,000 CREDIT DEFAULT SWAP LIVE SERIES

OVER 117,000 COMMODITY & ENERGY SERIES

WORLD-CHECK® RISK INTELLIGENCE

240 COUNTRIES ARE TERRITORIES COVERED

600+ SANCTIONS, WATCH & REGULATORY LAW AND ENFORCEMENT LISTS MONITORED

100% SANCTIONS COVERAGE

200+ RESEARCH ANALYTICS COVERING ALL REGIONS

65 LANGUAGES

OPEN ARCHITECTURE

ONE OF THE LARGEST RICH PARTNER ECOSYSTEMS

OPEN SOURCE, EXTENSIVE APIS AVAILABLE VIA GITHUB

50,000+ APPLICATIONS WRITTEN – PLATFORM API

ENABLING CUSTOMERS & THIRD PARTIES TO:
• AGGREGATE • PUBLISH • MANAGE • DISSEMINATE • CALCULATE

Intelligent tagging

Using natural language processing, text analytics and data-mining technologies, Intelligent Tagging turns large amounts of unstructured data into precise advantage

Open PermID

Get a PermID (permanent unique IDs formatted as URIs) from a collection of 3.5 million organizations, 24,000 equity instruments and 1.17 million equity quotes. Up to 1000 records per request.
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